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'Tapping a Neglected Market for Nontraditional Students:

Continuing Education for Engineers

Introduction

There are over one million engineers in the United

States.today. ,'As technology changes, the engineering

profession is becoming increasingly aware of the need for

continuing education for.engineers to keep their technical

skills at an optimum level; In addition to technical

knowledge, however; many engineers are beginning to

desir. e knowledge which will help them cope with "forces

outside the clear, precise world of facts and-figures

and designs -Apd specifications" (McKee, 1979, p. 32).

According to McKee (1979)-:

There is ; . a responsibility to be
assumed by firm managementwhether it
be private practice, industry, construction,
or whateversto encourage and assist its
'employed.engineers to improve thdir
abilities. It must be clear that such
improvement is not limited to technical
matters. Public service demands much
more. It requires.the knowledge and
ability to manage 21sEle and 2E21221a and
to do it professionally. It requires a
knowledge and comprehension of what
professionalism really is. (p. 32,
emphasis added)

Participating in couses offered by speech communication

departments would help to accomplish this goal.- Up to

this point, however, many speech communication educators
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have not attempted, in any systematic way, to attract

engineers or engineering students to their classes. To

aid educators who want to attract this type of student,

this paper includes a brief profile of the engineering

profession and engineering professional, proposes courses

to meet the needs of these students, and some suggestions

on how to adapt the speech communication classroom to the

,predispositions these students bring with them to the

Classroom.

Profile of the Engineering Profession

There are approximately 350,000 Professional

Engineers in the United States. Engineers are entitled

to use the label "Professional Engineer" after passing

an Engineer in Training exam, working with a licenS'ed

engineer for a specified length of time (generally four

years), and passing a practical exam. Engineers who

work for large corporations or for the government, how-

ever, are not required to be licensed. Thus, there are

500,000 to 1,500,000 people working in engineering jobs

who are considered "engineers."

The engineering profession is predominantly male.

Less than 10 percent of the graduating engineers in 1979

were female, and an even smaller percentage -of practicing

engineers-are female (Baum, 1980).

Few students who graduate from college-with an



engineering, degree actually do "engineering"work." ,Ralf

of all students who graduate ith a Bachetor of Science
. .

in Engineering degree enroll in Master of Science programs,

While the other half enter slph nonlenqineering,jobs as
8

sales, mat:keting, government policy and administration.

LT-ett than half of the students who do enter the workforce

as engineeroa,stay engineers until they retire. Engiheering
,

is often used as a stepping-stone to a management career.

In addftion, dile to the rapid change in techno1ogical

= fields, -older engineers are often considered out-of-date

and are replaced with engineers whose education Is more

1

recent.

Every year, approximately.50,000 to 60,000 Bachelbr

-of Science in Engineering degrees are awarded by U.S.

colleges and-universities. At the moment deinand fOr

these students is 50 percent greater than the'supply. (Baum,

1979). The U.S. Department of Labor estpriates th.at,ah,
.

average of 5 ,000 engineering jobs will open up every

year until 1985 (Shorin, 1979).

Today, approximately /0 percent of all engineers

are employed in.pnivate-industry (Shorin,.979).

Governmental agencies such as NASA, the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission'(NRC)., highway departments, and local communi-,
.

ties employ 15 to 20 percent of all engineers. Five to

10 pergent are in private consulting practices,Wand five

to 10 percent are academics--teaherS or researchers in



Academic contexts., Of the four largest engineering

fields, in 1976 there were 300,000 electrical engineers,

4185,000 mechanical engineers, 200,000 industrial

engineers and 170,000 civil engineers (Shorin, 1979).

The engineering profession suffers from a certain
7

fragmentation. Unlike professions such as law or medicine

which each have a common professional organization,

etlginring has apprOximately 150 organizations. There

are three.major types of engineering'organizations: (1)

technical societies; (2) professional societies; and (3)

-societiet with specific purposes brgoals.

Technical societies organize technical conferences

and workshops and publish technical journals. The

majority of engineering organizations fall into this

category.

Professional societies include professional

.specialty societies like the Institute for Electrical

and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) and "founder societies"

like tf.je American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE),

-American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), and

American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE). IEEE,

the largest society and only international one, includes

about 10 percent of all-engineers in its membership.

ASCE was established in 1 52 to distinguish civil

engineers in the private s for from military engineers.

The founders of ASCE wanted to raise the status of

engineering to a profession and to be the engineering
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society. Each society was originally dominated by a

corporate interest group. For example, IEEE was dominated

by utik±ty companies and AIChE was dominated by the

chemical industry. Many of these ties still exist today.

It has been estimated that academics hold 50 percent of

the governing positions in professional societies, while

corporate executives hold the other 50 percent (Baum,

1979)

Societies with_specific purposes or goals ,have

purposes other than the-professional development of

members; The National Society of Professidhal Engineers

(NSPE) lobbies in Washington on behalf of its members

who must be.registered Professidhal Engineers. The

National Council of Engineering Examineers (NCEE) is

responsible for engineering registration tests, yhile the

(-Engineeis, Council for Professional"Development.(ECPD)

accredits engineering-degree programs.

Thus, engineering is a diverse professi n attracting

large numbers of college students_because of its good

employment outlook; Although it is generally not

difficult for college graduates to obtain initial employ-

ment, older engineers often face the choice of going into

management or.losing their jobs to more recent graduates.

Engineers who stay in the 'engineering field may belong to

150 engineering organizations with different purposes and

goals. Many of these organizations encourage their members



enroll in continuing education courses' to improve

thir technical skills. Increasingly, these organizations

,ar4 encouraging members to explore areas outside the

purely technical; Speech communication educators can

tap*his market by attracting engineers to their

clas4rooms.

ad11.11.

Pr cticing engineers are likely to have a variety

of need ranging from public speaking training to conflict

resolutiOn. Reisser S1980) claims that colleges can

appeal t8 adult learners by offering courses in practical

skills needed for u,oward mobility. These courses may

include manageMent skills, public speaking; and the latest

techniques in a trade or profession._ Speech communication

courses may6deaI with each of these areas;

Although graduating engineers start out with higher

paying jOs than liberal arts graduates (the minimum

salary for an,engineeiing graduate is $14,000), engineering

salaries tend to level out by mid-career (Shorin, 1979).

In 1975,.the average salary for professional engineers

was $23,000, but the ceiling was about $42;000 (ShOrit,

1979). Thus, many engineers turn to management careers

where there is virtually' no valany limit. Engineers who

-choose management careers, however, face numerous

problems because, as Baum (1980) notes, 7engineers



generally have a preference for working with- things

7

rather than with peqple, they are uncomfortable with and

expressing personal feelings and emotions" (p. 11).
.

Engineers tend to "view people in simple black and white
, A

,

terms" (Baum, 1980, p. 13). Courses in interperSdnal

and organizational communication can show engineers

effective ways of dealing with people. These techniques

may be extremely valuable ton engineer Who is used to

dealing With problems by himself. ,Courses in small group

discussion can introduce an engiAer to techniques of)

group problem-solving which may be useful in solving

complex technological probllms that are beydnd the scope

of one person's ability to solve.

The Code of Ethics of the National Society of

Professional Engineers' charges engineers withieding

public and professi nal knowledge of technical. projects.

One way engineers ght choose to accomplish this task

is thrlough presentations to community or professional

groups. Many, if not inost, engineers have had no'

training in public speaking. As students, engineers

tend not to choose performance courses as electives.

Engineering students tend to enjoy courses which have

/ssignments that have definite right and Wrong-answers

,and that can be completed in pri1ate not in front of a
A, 4

class;- If engineers are to make a significant contri-

bution to their community and their pofession, they
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must be encouraged to develop skill in pudic speaking.

Engineering students should be encodraged to -ake public

speaking courses and tojIearn to preSent t ical ideas

to a non-technical addience; Speech communication

teachers stiouId stress to stUdents that,,'In our incpeasing-
o.

1y technoIogAcaI world, they must be abl. e to pr9sent.the

ideas (such as the benefits of nuclear power) to a lay

audience. Practiding engineers who have already realized

this need should be recruited for

and given a chance to polish their skills,

Professional engineering societies, such as IEEE,

are becoming increasingly concerned with professional

public speaking classes

ethics; An increasing number of engineering curriculums

-are including a course in engineering ethics., These

courses deal with topics such as freedom of expression and

evaluation of employer or supervisor. Many of these

courses are team taught bylan engineering professor

a philosophy professor. Many.speech communication

educators are qualified to help teach such courses.

Speech communication experts bring a different perspective

to these courses than either engineers or philosophers.

Our field is deeply rooted in a tradition of freedom of

expression, and-an exposure to this tradition would

benefit students who tend to see problems from an

ahistorical per4pective.

A

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is concerned
P.

p



with problems arising from "the differences of professional

inion. expressed by an organization's employees" (NRC

Report, p. 1). Accordingto the NRC, "the accumulated

day-to-day expertise possessed by employees must be

promptly and continually available to top-level manage-

-merit to effectively ful(ill its_mission" (p. 1?). The

NRC beliel-fdte that management and professions employees

must "establish a climate conducive to the proper dis-

charge of their mutual responsibilities and obligations"

.(p..2). Engineers may learn techniques for creating open

organizational communication Climates in courses. offered

by ,speech communication departments. !'In addition- they
9

f

may be exposed to methods of conflict resolution which may

be helpful in solving differences of professional opinion

in which there are no totally right or °totally wrong

`answers.

4 If ;Speech communication educators do succeed in

attracting engineers to their classes, there is--4the'

additiOnal question of whether to offer classes solely for

engineer or merely enroll engineers along With other

In general, ethics in engineering courses willstudents.

mainly attract engineers. .Thisshould be encouraged

since engineers may be reluctant to express their doubts

.1pout their profession in front of "outsiders." Engineers

should, howe-Ver, be enrolled with other students in

-.courses such,as public speaking and organizational

9
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communication. Engineers need-to be able to express their

ideas clearly to a non-technical-audience and .to see that

the problems in their organizations. are. the same problems

faced by many other organizations. Teachers of these
1-.

courses should be careful to use examples from engineering

whenever possible so the engineers.do not feel that the

4. material does not apply to them. Role-playing should

also be avoiceed unless the teacher has established

very good relationship with the engineer. 'Role- playing

is a totally differett experience from what the engineer

- is,exposed to in engineering courses- in engineering

-jobs and, therefore, should be used with caution. An

engineer who is emblarassed on the first day of class is

likely to discount the rest of the semester as "irrele-

tb The engineering professional may withdraw from a

course which he feels does not orrespond to his real-
1

--.;

world job.

AccOrding to McKee (1979), the Objective of
t

continuing education is "to make the participating

engineer a better engineer" (p. 32). Speech communication

courses-may not be able to increase an engineer'ts

technical skins
9
but they ma be able to increase his

3nterpersonaI skills. If an engineer is to become a-

.manager someday, these skills are crucial. Thus, speech

communication educators have valuable knowledge to pass

on to engineeringstUdent? and _practicing engineers.
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EngIneers thould be strongly encouraged to enroll in

our classes;
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